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Abstract

Background: The prevalence of kidney stone disease is increasing around the world, not only in men but in women. All surgical removals of kidney stones, such as extracorporeal shock wave lithotripsy (ESWL) and percutaneous nephrolithotomy (PCNL) have serious side effects and complications. There are parallel undesirable problems in men after conventional treatments of benign prostatic hyperplasia (BPH) with medications and surgery. At the same time Thermobalancing therapy (TT) enabled by Dr Allen’s therapeutic device (DATD) has demonstrated positive impact on chronic internal diseases. Therefore, these issues were discussed at the Nephrology Conference in Spain and at the Global Health Conference in China, in October-November 2017. The purpose of this review is to talk about the key points of discussions at these conferences and proposals for the future.

Methods and Results: The case study on TT with DATD in patient with kidney stones; and the outcomes from the clinical trial on TT in 124 men with BPH, before and after 6-month period they used DATD. TT with DATD dissolved kidney stones in a woman; reduced Prostate Volume (PV mL) (P<0.001) and diminished urinary symptoms (P<0.001) in men with BPH.

Conclusion: The implementations of TT with DATD for the treatment of kidney stone disease were the key note discussions at the Medical Conferences. For over 7 years TT with DATD has been given for hundreds of sufferers with kidney stone disease and thousands with BPH. The results of the case study and clinical trial recommend TT with DATD for kidney stone disease and BPH as the first line treatment. This will help patients to avoid BPH medication and surgical procedures, including ESWL and PCNL, with their risks and complications. Furthermore, DATD should be introduced into the Guidelines for Medical Specialist for men with BPH and people with kidneys stones disease.
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1. Kidney Stone Disease

The prevalence of kidney stones in population around the world is high, for instance, in the USA the kidney stones occur in average 8.8%, with difference among men and women, 10.6%, and 7.1% accordingly; and with the 5-year recurrence rates from 30% to 50%. [1]. The overall prevalence of kidney stones in China is 7.54%, 10.34% in males and 6.62% in females [2]. Kidney stone-related prevalence data from 20 countries indicates that the incidence of nephrolithiasis increases globally [3].

There were memos about different methods used on patients with kidney stones in ancient time in Egypt, India, Persia and China and most of them were focused to surgical procedures [4]. However firstly, urinary stones disease in details was described by Hippocrates (460–377 BC), who warned people of using a surgery for removing the stones as wounds of the bladder were lethal [5]. In the 19-century and particularly in 20-century, the first-line treatment of kidney stones has become surgeries [6].

Currently, there is a competition for priority in the treatment of kidney stones between extracorporeal shock wave lithotripsy (ESWL), percutaneous nephrolithotomy (PCNL) and retrograde intrarenal surgery (RIR) [7]. After
ESWL was implemented it was supposed that 85% of all patients with kidneys stones could be cured by nonsurgical means [8]. The initial promising results of ESWL were challenge with common side effects caused by this procedure, such as bleeding, severe pain, or urinary tract infections [9], rare complications, such as spleen rupture or intrarenal hematoma [10, 11, 12], and long-term medical effects: hypertension and diabetes mellitus [13, 14, 15].

PCNL, which has been established in the 1970s to replace open surgery [16], is usually used for removing kidney stones over 2 cm in size, and may produce different complications, such as bleeding, extravasation, fever which can be treated conservatively, and pleural drain, super selective renal embolization that can be managed minimally invasively if recognised early [17]. Some authors came to conclusion that RIRS can be alternative to PCNL in selected cases [18]. RIRS can be an effective treatment alternative to PNL [19, 20]. As RIRS affords a comparable success rate to PNL and causes fewer risks of complications it seems to be a promising alternative to PNL when larger stones are to be treated[21, 22].

1.2. Benign Prostatic Hyperplasia

Lower urinary tract symptoms (LUTS) secondary to benign prostatic hyperplasia (BPH) most often encountered in men over the age of 50 [23]. In the last decade, the necessity of medical/surgical treatment of BPH has been challenged. BPH/LUTS should not be viewed as an inevitable disease of older people but as part of the aging process that can be prevented [24].

Phytotherapy doesn’t significantly improve symptoms of enlarged prostate against placebo, despite being largely safe for ingestion. However, it can be used in patients with mild BPH symptoms who are reluctant to take standard pharmaceutical medications provided that men understand their current limitations [25]. Therefore, recommendations on the evaluation and treatment of LUTS in older men are in demand. BPH treatment should be holistic, and may include conservative measures, lifestyle interventions and behavioural modifications, as well as medication and surgery [26].

1.3. The Purpose of the Study

The obtained data about Thermobalancing therapy (TT) enabled by Dr Allen’s therapeutic Device (DATD) has shown that innovative therapy is able to treat chronic diseases, such as benign prostatic hyperplasia (BPH) and kidney stone without adverse side effects [27, 28, and 29]. Discussions at the Medical Conferences were aimed at better understanding the origin of the kidney disease and BPH and their treatment.

2. METHODS AND RESULTS

Dr Simon Allen gave speeches at the 16th European Nephrology Conference, Spain and at the BIT’s 5th Global Health Conference in China. He explained the essence of TT. The facts are that the therapy is effective as it tackles the cause of kidney stone disease and prostate enlargement (BPH). The outcomes of the case studies in patients with kidney stones and clinical trial on TT with DATD in men with BPH were presented. This medical innovation was praised by the attending clinicians and scientific researchers from China, USA, United Kingdom, Germany, Spain, France, Italy, Egypt, India, Saudi Arabia, Japan, Indonesia, Australia, and other countries.

2.1. Study Protocol

Dr Allen’s Device was registered with the Medicines and Healthcare Products Regulatory Agency (MHRA) in the UK in 2010, as a class 1 medical device. A class 1 medical device without a measuring function and supplied in non-sterile condition does not require the involvement of a notified body. So, it is permitted to be used by everyone at home. Therefore, Dr Allen has opened Fine Treatment in the United Kingdom that distributes Dr Allen’s Device worldwide.

Today we have satisfied customers from over 100 countries. Ethics committee of the Yerevan State Medical University approved the clinical study on TT and DATD. The study on BPH was registered at the World Health Organisation via the German Clinical Trials Register (DRKS).

2.2. Study Design

TT with DATD was used in the clinical controlled studies in The Department of Urology at Yerevan State Medical University. 124 men with BPH and 45 men with CP/CPPS received TT during 6-month period and their clinical parameters before and after therapy were examined. This information was compared with the control groups, i.e. data received from 124 men with BPH who were in watchful waiting. Also, I choose a data of a patient with
kidney stones that will be presented in this study.

2.3. The Baseline Evaluations

It included complete physical examination, medical history, DRE, serum biochemistry, and PSA measurements, electrolytes, urine and renal function tests. Evaluations were made at baseline and 6 months after. The International Prostate Symptom Scale (I-PSS) assessed the dynamics of the BPH patients’ conditions. Prostate volume (PV mL) was measured by ultrasonography. The standard ellipsoid formula length×width×height×0.52 was used to determine prostate volume. Dynamics of the symptoms and the indicators in each group were evaluated in comparison to their data in the beginning and end of the treatment.

2.4. Statistical Analyses

The independent-samples t-test and paired-samples t-test are suitable only for interval and ratio data, so the Wilcoxon signed-rank test was employed. P<0.05 was considered significant. Statistical analyses were carried out using SPSS v22 (IBM, Armonk, NY, USA).

2.5. TT and DATD

TT enabled by DATD for the first time in the world treats the affected organ using own energy of the human body. Natural thermoelement(s) in the device accumulates the body heat and becomes a source of energy itself. Thus, it treats a prostate gland by keeping the source of energy, which has been accumulated from the body, in the projection of the prostate during the prolonged period of time, for 6 months and longer, see Picture 2.

![Picture 2. Dr Allen’s Device for kidney treatment consists of 2 thermoelements and a belt that applies these thermoelements to the projection of both kidneys.](image)

The same happens with patients who suffer with kidney stone disease, when the device applies thermoelements to both kidneys it dissolves stones by keeping the source of energy, which has been accumulated from the body, in the projection of both kidneys during the prolonged period of time, see Picture 2.

3. RESULTS

We have collected a number of case studies provided to me by the users and should note that not a single user of Dr Allen’s Device for kidney treatment has complained that this treatment method has not worked for him or her. And this is a very valuable user feedback.

Ruud B, 48, After 2 months of using the device wrote that the x-ray showed a stone of 4mm while two months ago they told me it was 8mm, in 2011.

Frank A, 44, had kidney stones history in one kidney for 20 years. He started use the device in 2012. Has no problem since.

Donald B, 50, kidney stone 8mm was found after renal colic recently. He started use the device in 2014. No problems since.
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The passed kidney stones before Anja started use DADT. Over 2 years ago, she started using Dr Allen’s Device. She has not experienced a renal colic since.

Figure 1. Dynamics of the International Prostate Symptom Score (IPSS) for urinary symptoms (UrS) and quality of life (QoL) in patients with BPH upon Thermobalancing therapy and in the control group at the beginning and at end of the study.

Figure 2. Changes in prostate volume (PV, mL) and uroflowmetry (maximum urinary flow rate, \(Q_{\text{max}}, \text{mL/s}\)) in men with BPH upon Thermobalancing therapy and in the control group at the beginning and at end of the study.

Anja A, 44 years of age, had been suffering from kidney stones for 24 years. She used to have renal colic every year until March 2015. She used to collect some of the stones she was passing, and sent a photo of them to me at the start of the treatment, see picture 3.

The outcomes of the clinical trial on TT in 124 men with BPH are presented in Figure 1 and Figure 2.

Clinicians and scientific researchers at the Medical Conferences welcomed new safe treatment option for urological conditions: for kidney stones disease, chronic prostatitis and prostate enlargement.

4. DISCUSSIONS

4.1. The Origin of Diseases, Including Kidney Stones and BPH

According to a new understanding of the origin of diseases developed by Dr Allen [30], the vascular factor plays a decisive role in the etiology and pathogenesis of all chronic internal diseases. Dr Allen’s research reveals that all chronic internal diseases have the same root, namely, a pathological activity of capillaries.

The constriction of capillaries in response to different triggers, such as infection, cold, excess of elements in blood and others creates the focus of hypothermia in the affected tissue, which gradually becomes a trigger itself, irritating the affected tissue. To improve blood circulation in this affected tissue the spontaneous expansion of a capillary net occurs. Slowly the expanded capillaries form extra tissue that creates pressure in this area of the organ leading to its malfunction [31, 32].

Thus, the conclusion is that this physical factor is responsible for the development of chronic internal disease. In order to eliminate the focus of hypothermia and, consequently, the pressure inside the organ, and ultimately, its malfunction TT enabled by DATD have been developed.

4.2. Kidney Stone Disease

At medical conferences, some cases were discussed that confirmed the effectiveness of TT with DATD in the treatment of kidney stone disease in the last 7 years. There have been patients who have been diagnosed with a kidney stone recently, for example Donald, and those who have suffered from kidney disease for many years.

We see that in the presented case study Anja have suffered with renal colic for 20 years and nothing was able to stop it. Only with the use of
TT with DATD could improve her QoL as she has no renal colic since. We have many other empirical evidences when even large kidney stones were dissolved. It should be noted that none of patients for seven years has complain that he or she had pain while their stone reduced in size and have gone completely. Moreover, there is preliminary evidence that the therapy can improve kidney function in people with long lasting kidney stone disease.

Nowadays urologists to protect people with kidney stones from side effects and complications after surgical procedures and stones recurrence think out to find a connection between dietary factors and the risk of incidence of this disease [33, 34]. Some foods and supplements are associated with higher risk for development of kidney stones [35,36]. To guide patient treatment, it was suggested to define the clinical phenotype of the idiopathic calcium nephrolithiasis, which differs to non-idiopathic calcium stones, uric acid, cystine and struvite stones [37,38,39].

According to the Oxford Centre for Evidence-based Medicine, Jung with college evaluated dietary and medical management of patients with kidney stones by using evidence from the literature suggesting rational dietary and medical management regimes [40].

The management of kidney stones should be evaluated according to severity of side effects and complications after treatments. The dietary and/or medical treatments have never shown possibility to dissolve kidney stones. Therefore, implementation TT with DATD as the first-line kidney stones treatment into the Guideline for Nephrologists and General Practitioners should be carried out as soon as possible.

4.3. Benign Prostatic Hyperplasia

Even though BPH now is considered a consequence of aging, treatment of this disease centered on medical/surgical intervention to counter act LUTS. Medical treatment of BPH is not efficacious as 52.8% of men with BPH were dissatisfied with the results of medical treatment conducted according to current international guidelines for BPH [41].

BPH medications have serious side effects, especially in the long-term [42]. Surgical treatments of prostate were found to be unsafe for non-Caucasian race, so for them conservative treatment might be a reasonable alternative [43]. Additionally, the results of a survey of sexually active men after three different laser surgeries from 2005 to 2010, concluded that all these surgical techniques can have a negative impact on sexual function, and patients with normal preoperative sexuality are more at risk [44].

Although many of medical/surgical interventions were advised to men with LUTS, it was generally done in a non-standardised and unsystematic way. A self-management programme could significantly reduce the frequency of escalation through the treatment cascade and reduce urinary symptoms (as effective as medication), suggesting that self-management could be considered as first-line treatment for men with LUTS [45].

The self-management of LUTS due to BPH with the use of DATD demonstrated its high efficacy [46]. It was also proved to be effective in treatment of chronic prostatitis and chronic pelvic pain, which may be responsible for the development of BPH [47, 48]. Therefore, implementation TT with DATD as the first-line BPH treatment into the Guideline for Urologists and General Practitioners should be carried out as soon as possible.

4.4. TT with DATD Treats the Cause of BPH and the Formation of Kidney Stones.

Today, with the invention of TT with DATD [49], the quality of life of people with chronic internal diseases such as kidney stones and BPH should be changed positively. The violation of the microcirculation along with emergence of the focus of hypothermia, which itself becomes a continuous trigger, leads to the formation of kidney stones and development of enlarged prostate [50]. Therefore, it is very important to use TT with DATD for the treatment of kidney stones and BPH.

5. Conclusion

TT with DATD is an effective tool for the treatment of kidney stone disease and BPH. Kidney stone disease ought to be treated therapeutically by Thermobalancing therapy in the first instance, helping patients to avoid surgical procedures, including lithotripsy, with their risks and complications. The treatment of LUTS due to BPH should be considered carefully and start with DATD, as TT is effective, safe and cost-effective. Therefore, it is important to introduce TT with DATD in the
Guide for Medical Specialists for the treatment of kidney stones and BPH.
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